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MEMBERS NEWS
SATURDAY Instructor Peter Thorpe starts our Matamata adventure
I was scheduled to fly down with Jack Foot in MW so I arrived at the field early knowing that the forecast
bad weather was probably going to prevent us flying. Sure enough the low cloud was getting worse and a
phone check with Ray Burns at Matamata confirmed it was already raining so we proceeded to empty the
trailer of all the stuff that had been packed in anticipation and replaced it with the glider. After
redistributing the equipment Ian O’Keefe, Tony Prentice with VF, Jonathan Pote with LX and myself with MW
headed south in a loose convoy leaving Fletch alone with RDW to try to fly down when the weather cleared.
We paused for a coffee at the BP service centre near Drury then pressed on in quite heavy rain. I decided to
go via Gordonton and Morrinsville but missed the turn on to the Gordonton road and ended up on the Waikato
Expressway with 10km to run before I could turn back. The GPS on my phone then led me on an interesting
cross country before finally joining the Gordonton Road. Got to Matamata in good time for the briefing by
Piako CFI Julian Mason but the weather was not flyable so we just rigged the gliders and chatted about
things in general. Fletch arrived in RDW at about 6.00pm so all was ready for an early start on Sunday (after
watching the rugby). Then into town for dinner at the Redoubt Café/Bar.

We just rigged the gliders.......the understatement of the year. We had soooo much fun with MW, first wing
popped straight in. It was a cruel trick as the second wing was not going to oblige. I think it went half in and

out again onto the ground at least five times. There were many chiefs and offerings of advice, especially for
its parentage and other stuff before she fell asleep and the wing finally went home. Took over an hour.
Towie Fletcher Mckenzie adds his view of it all. The forecast all week was scheduled to be raining and or
wind. I had been looking forward to towing from a different field and of course I had heard all about the
famous Matamata labour weekend gig. I was hoping it was not going to be a rubbish day. Upon arriving at 8am,
I saw no activity and only one car was parked. Walking to the hanger, I said good morning to a number of
people including Peter Thorpe, and then saw the cars with trailers parked gearing up for the long road to
Matamata. Peter and I had been emailing and texting through the week, I had also organised accommodation
with my cousin and talked the family into a day visiting Hobbiton on Sunday. Peter’s look on his face said it all.
I knew it maybe touch and go. After speaking to the team in Matamata, it was decided not to tow MW down much disappointment. We then discussed whether I can make it down solo in RDW, the weather looked good
out east, but the rain radar said it could be touch and go on making it to Matamata. I made the decision to
abandon any flying and help derig MW. With lots of discussion we started the process. Finally at 11:15am the
team vacated WP on wheels. We
discussed if the weather improved that
maybe I could zoom down in the tug and
Ian offered to bring me back.
Somewhat wet and cold I headed home
for a spa in the Auckland rain.
At 3pm I noticed a change in the cloud
height - it was looking very high. I
googled the weather and had a call from
Ian O'Keefe. It was all go. I spoke with
Graham Lake, who gave a weather report
and said I was maybe looking at a few tows upon landing at MA. After closing the hanger doors, a pre flight, I
warmed up RDW. It was 5:10pm, the sun was breaking through and after one touch and go on 26 grass I was
on my way to locate the famous Matamata aerodrome.

It was a quiet flight with no radio calls observed, only one txt from a seaplane pilot. Perfect weather until a
few kilometre’s past Orere Point, it was cloudy, but safe. However looking ahead I started to think that sadly
I may have to divert to Thames or back home, then suddenly it cleared and into sunshine once again. Then out
came the map looking for that little field amongst many other little fields of greenery.

I made a few calls starting at approx 20 miles out just in case Matamata was on, Ian said he heard my calls
but I could not hear his return calls. Finally at 6 miles out I heard Ian’s voice. As I approached the field and
flew downwind I noticed a number of people out watching, oh great, a new field and people watching… The very
wide runway made the runway seem not as long as it is, so I thought I will land early just to ensure I did stop.
I did easily.
Upon landing we picketed the aircraft and said hello to the team, happy to accomplish what we had set out to
do. Ian and I then returned to Auckland. Maybe next time the family and I will get to see where the hobbits
lived.
SUNDAY Instructor Ivor Woodfield gets first hack at the story
Having had no flying on Saturday due to poor weather, Sunday was forecast to deliver blue skies and warm
temperatures. The day had started early for some with a pre-dawn gathering to watch the All Blacks meet
the Springboks in the RWC semi
final, (well Ray, Steve and Graham
showed up at 0400 while the SA
contingent rocked up at 0630 after
it was all done), after which
everyone came together for the
1000 briefing led by Piako's CFI
Julian Mason. However, the sky was
overcast, cloud-base was low and
there were frequent light showers
passing through. Therefore, while
the fleet was slowly prepared
following the briefing, it was clear
that any flying would have to wait.
Slowly the sky started to clear, and gliders were moved to the
28 threshold. The wind remained light and the predictions
were that the ridge would not really be 'working', so we would
be relying on thermals for any distance flying. We had also
learned during the morning that our towie Ruan Heynike, who
was flying down in a Cessna from Whenuapai with Jamie
Wagner, had been forced to divert to Thames due to very low
cloud. However, following a break for coffee, they were able to
continue their journey south and soon RDW joined us on the
grid.

Around 1230 we were ready and eager to begin
flying. First away was Ray Burns in GBU. There
was plenty of blue sky forming, and he was soon
well aloft. Next out was Yves Gerster in his
first flight at Matamata in GIV. First flight
for GMW came next, with Jack Foot
experiencing a tow behind the Pawnee BZA,
which was handled with ease. Jack proved to
be a capable pilot in the conditions, eventually
managing a good hour long flight before having
to return MW for the next pilot. While Jack
was familiarising himself with the Matamata
area, including a close look at the Kaimai ridge,
a series of singles got away. In quick succession
we saw the launching of Jonathan Pote in GLX,
Steve Wallace in GKT, Steve Foreman in GKP,
Tony Prentice in GVF, Lionel Page in GON, Derry
Belcher in GMR and finally Kris Pillai, who was
attempting a 50K badge flight in GMP. By the
time Jack and I returned to the field the grid
was looking decidedly empty. However, the sky
was now looking very blue, and it was looking as
though longer flights would be challenging. Also
while we were aloft the first of the club land-outs had occurred, with Ray B landing out in GBU near the foot
of the Kaimais. After a short break GMW was back in the sky, this time with Roy W and myself going up
looking for some thermals. However, by now the sky had definitely changed, and staying airborne was
decidedly more of a challenge. We hunted around under the few clouds that were still there, and checked out
over some likely looking fields, but rarely found anything that could do more than sustain us. All too soon we
were back on the ground. Over the next hour a series of further flights launched, first with Gary and
Michelle, who managed a respectable 30 mins, Lionel P who went for a short flight in GLX, and then flew a
series of low level circuits in GON, and Kishan who took up GVF for the last club flight of the day at around
1600.
While all this was going on, we learned that Steve Foreman had landed out not far south of Thames, and Kris
Pillai had also landed out nearby, very close to 50K north of his release point, so two more retrieve crews
were duly dispatched to recover them. This left everyone accounted for except Steve W in GKT, who by now
had been away for 3 hours, and Yves
G in GIV, who had launched around
30 mins before him. Around this
time we received a message from
Yves to say he was now back on the
ridge, and did anyone else want to
fly GIV.
At that stage the answer was no,
and he said in that case he would
continue for a while longer. Some
while later Steve W landed back in
GKT after having traversed the
ridge a few times, as well as having
flown to Thames and back, and
having clocked up a good number of OLC points along the way. A short time after that GIV reappeared outside
the clubhouse, with Yves G having posted the longest flight of the day getting North of Thames, south of golf
ball and traversing the ridge a few times.

Overall a total of 17 flights by club pilots, as well as a few more by Piako pilots, so certainly a good day's
flying given the conditions. Several notable successes were achieved during the day, including a good distance
attempt and first land-out by Kris P, as well as two good land-outs by Ray B and Steve F. Also two excellent
duration flights by Steve W and Yves G, the latter flying at a new site in a glider he had only flown a few
times. Congratulations to all for the flying that was achieved during the afternoon.
While all this flying had been going on, there had also been lots of activity in the clubhouse, where Jan and
Bill Mace had been preparing food for everyone. At around 1830, with most gliders picketed down for
the night, folk started gathering around the bar, and at 1900, with the help of a few volunteers, an excellent
meal was served up for the 30 or so people who were all delighted by the food and the occasion. The evening
was a great success, with lots of stories being shared and adventures being re-lived. Thanks to Bill and Jan
for all their efforts, and to the Piako club members who joined us in making the day such an enjoyable and
successful one.
New Towie Ruan Heynike gives his take on
it all. Fellow towie Jamie Wagner and I
decided to arrive in style on Sunday and
fly a power section plane down to
Matamata, definitely sounded a bit
better than the two hour drive! AFOR's
for the upper north called for low cloud
clearing early morning which was backed
up visually around the Auckland area, we
were set to go! Departing Whenuapai was
a breeze, a benign layer of cloud at
1800ft and low winds provided some smooth flying conditions, what could go wrong!? Well it wasn't long
before we passed Ponui Island and looking down the Firth of Thames we could see a low blanket of 8 oktas,
not really ideal! Discussion about our options erupted over the intercom but it wasn't long before we reached
a conclusion, we press on and divert to Thames if we can remain within met minima's otherwise we turn back
for Whenuapai. Luck was behind us, one low overshoot to clear the Pukeko's and we were on the ground in
Thames.
Reports from Matamata indicated that there was no rush for us to get down so we crossed the road and had a
full cooked breakfast and coffee, a good way to wait for the cloud to lift. It wasn't long before conditions
improved and we were away again, arriving in Matamata mid morning. Cloud was lifting quickly and optimism was
in the air, the gliders were making their
way down to the threshold of RWY 28
and I gave RDW a pre-flight and a fuel
up. Jamie and I received a brief on local
ops and before I knew it I was lined up on
the runway with a glider attached ready
to go. Peter Thorpe joined me for the
first few tows to pass on some area
knowledge and to back me up since it was
my first time towing away from home.
It was a very busy environment to say
the least, I was towing, the local Pawnee
was towing, there were a bunch of gliders
in the air, a local C152 was busy in the
circuit combined with light aircraft
traffic transiting the area! Eyes and ears
were peeled for traffic and creating a metal picture of where everyone was definitely helped during the day.
The cloud continued to clear to the point where a few oktas turned to sky clear and reports came in that a
few gliders landed off safely. The towing profile changed quickly, releases close to the Kaimai's diminished
and releases closer to the field became the norm. A fairly busy day to wrap it all up, roughly 13 tows

completed for the day. RDW was put to bed and I jumped back into the C152 to enjoy a nice quiet sky clear
sunset cruise back to Whenuapai.
Peter Thorpe adds to the story. Sunday dawned with low cloud and no wind so we were rather disappointed
that we could not start early. Our Swiss visitor, Yves Gerster, was like an energiser bunny busting to go
flying since Graham Lake and Ivor Woodfield had kindly loaned him IV for the day. Our tow pilots tried to fly
down from WP but the low cloud forced them to divert to Thames for a coffee and wait for the clouds to
lift. Eventually Ruan Heynike and Jamie Wagner arrived and the cloud lifted so gliding commenced. As it was
Ruan’s first day of towing and he was not familiar with the local area I sat with him for the first three tows
but after that he was on his own and loving it. Steve Wallace and Yves launched and disappeared while the
rest were struggling stay airborne for long. Ray Burns found the ridge was not working so landed out near the
foot of the Kaimais so Jack Foot and I went off the retrieve him. Hawkeye landed out near Hikutaia so Warm
Air and I headed off the find him – pity about his lovely new vehicle getting thrashed – Warm Air has no
respect for others property. Krishna Pillai also landed out while trying to reach Thames and his retrieve
turned into an adventure so they did not get back until long after we had enjoyed a meal provided by Jan
Mace. (their story next week). Yves stayed up for around 5 1/2 hours which was even longer than local ace
Steve Wallace – considering it was Yves first soaring flight in NZ it was an impressive performance – this man
has huge talent.
MONDAY Instructor Peter Thorpe...again
We thought Monday would produce the good soaring conditions we were looking for but again there was low
cloud and cool conditions. However, after midday things rapidly improved and some great flights were enjoyed
by all. Warm Air tried twice to get IV to stay up but failed miserably so Yves gleefully jumped in and
disappeared and was last heard on the radio asking the latest time he had to return by. I took Rudolf Struyck
for a refresher flight, Steve Foreman and Aida went for a flight as did Gary Patten and Michelle and then
Jack Foot took a solo before we had to head for home. This time Kishan Bhashyam landed out so Gary and
Michelle made a late afternoon retrieve. Yves kindly agreed to drive my vehicle while Jack and I took MW
with Jamie and Rudolf in RDW for the tow home.
We were a bit late getting away so Jamie had the hammer down to ensure we were on the round well before
ECT and that made it a bit testing for Jack. MW is a bit of a handful on tow at 85-90kts but Jack did really
well and I only took control for the radio frequency changes and so he could take photos of the city as we
swung by the Sky Tower. The control tower was on watch but Jack handled a straight in approach to 26 like a
veteran and we were on the ground by about 7-50pm. Then came some fun and games to draw the gate key,
solved by driving Jamie to the
Power Section on the red tractor so
that he could take his own car to
the gate to draw the key and then
drive back to open the gate to let us
out. By the time all the trailers
were back and the keys returned,
while Ian kindly delivered Yvres
back to the city, I reached home
sometime after 9-30pm. A really
good weekend in spite of the
weather.
Towie Jamie Wagner gives his
version. Ruan and I arrived at
Matamata on Sunday morning via a
relaxed brunch at Thames to what
were fairly average flying
conditions. Eventually the weather perked and the journey to reposition all the gliders at the threshold of the
active RWY began. As I was not the rostered pilot of the day, I busied myself as tow plane crew chief and
assisting with the ground handling of the coming and going of gliders. Chatting with the various friendly locals

was also a great way to pass the time of day. An earlyish night was had following a lovely roast dinner put on
by our amazing hosts.
Monday dawned with a 1500ft cloud base and a forecast of showers. This lead to a bit of wait and see on the
aviaiting front but full steam ahead on the rigging and social interaction fronts. Again around midday the skies
cleared and grid was soon stacked two rows deep with gliders raring to go. Such was the demand I
accomplished 13 consecutive tows without even shutting RDW's engine down, only stopping to pick up more
gas! Once the lift began to die away, it was time to prepare for the return flight home with GMW in tow.
Mostly still, clear conditions were had in the one and a quarter hour flight back to WP, with Rudolph keeping
me company and acting as my autopilot for most of my flight! A thoroughly enjoyable weekend away and I look
forward to being a part of the next one.

TAILPIECE
Many thanks to the folks from the Piako Club who,
once again made us most welcome and shared the skies
and their airfield. We had a great weekend with good
company, many laughs and adventures.
Glyn Jackson from Taranaki, who recently published
some comparative tables on towplanes also came along
to "gatecrash our party". He brought his Ventus VV,
family and gypsy caravan. He took two tows behind
RDW with his trace showing impressive climbs.
A long tradition of the Piako Club and MSC has been
the catering of Jan and Bill Mace at special events.
For as long as most can remember they have marked
our visits with an excellent evening meal in the
clubrooms. These evenings, shared between both clubs
and guests have been great convivial affairs. Jan and
Bill had decided to step away from this work but came
back one more time for this visit. We truly appreciate
all they have done for us over the years, none more so
that this weekend past. Thank you, Jan and Bill and
their helpers, we will miss these occasions.

Duty Roster For Nov ,Dec 15, Jan 2016
Month

Date

Nov

7

B MOORE

L PAGE

R HEYNIKE

8

E MCPHERSON

R CARSWELL

D BELCHER

14

G HEALEY

I WOODFIELD

R CARSWELL

15

I O'KEEFE

R BURNS

C ROOK

21

T O'ROURKE

L PAGE

J WAGNER

22

G LAKE

R CARSWELL

R HEYNIKE

28

G PATTEN

I WOODFIELD

D BELCHER

29

S THOMAS

I WOODFIELD

F MCKENZIE

5

K PILLAI

R CARSWELL

C ROOK

6

J POTE

I WOODFIELD

P THORPE

12

T PRENTICE

S WALLACE

R CARSWELL

13

R WHITBY

L PAGE

J WAGNER

19

J FOOT

R BURNS

R HEYNIKE

20

N GRAVES

R CARSWELL

D BELCHER

9

K BHASHYAM

L PAGE

F MCKENZIE

10

S FOREMAN

R BURNS

C ROOK

16

D FOXCROFT

P THORPE

J WAGNER

17

D GREY

R CARSWELL

R HEYNIKE

23

B MOORE

I WOODFIELD

P THORPE

24

E MCPHERSON

L PAGE

R CARSWELL

25

G HEALEY

R BURNS

D BELCHER

30

I O'KEEFE

R CARSWELL

F MCKENZIE

31

T O'ROURKE

I WOODFIELD

C ROOK

Dec

Anniversary W/E

Jan-16

Duty Pilot

Instructor

Tow Pilot

Notes

